Workshop Agenda

Welcome and Introduction – Dr. Feng Hsu & Barbara Fillip

09:00-9:10 Feedback on the new NPR 8000.4 and Ideas for Implementation of Risk Informed Decision Making (RIDM)
   – Dr. Feng Hsu

09:10-09:50 Risk Identification and Risk Statement Writing
   – Dr. Feng Hsu

09:50-10:35 Risk Management on SDO – Jerry Klein

10:35-12:00 Presentation panel

Ratna Sengupta (JWST)  
Dave Naves (MMS)  
Timothy Dudenhoefer (LCDM)

- Roles and responsibilities in risk tracking and reporting – Who is responsible for what in your project?
- Project Risk Management boards and board meetings – What works for you and what has not worked?
- Risk tracking tools – How can you tailor tools to your project’s specific needs?
- Risk reporting processes – What’s involved in reporting risks effectively and more accurately?